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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Monterey County Health Department’s Emergency Medical Services Agency retained
Citygate Associates, LLC to conduct a review of the County’s ambulance transport contract and
related issues involving local government EMS partners. In addition to the contract issues
review, Citygate was tasked with reviewing ambulance billing questions that had been received
in late 2012 and early 2013. Both the contract and billing issues review will be discussed in this
report.
Thus this report is organized into two main parts, the first part (Sections 1-4) addresses the
transport contract issues and the second part (Sections 5-7) addresses the transport billing
concerns. While the billing sections appear more technical than the contract sections, it is not due
to the billing sections being any more important, but rather the very technical nature of billing in
a heavily regulated federal and state environment. An ambulance billing system is typically outof-sight, and as such, outsiders do not always appreciate just how complex and dominated it is by
federal, state and insurance company policies. As such, Citygate was careful to fully explain the
billing system background and operation to place ambulance system stakeholder concerns into
the appropriate perspective. The transport contract issues, County EMS Agency oversight, and
operational policies are very familiar to County and local government agencies, and as such, this
report deals with them without as much background or technical information.
Upon our review and analysis of all project documents, including letters exchanged between
County staff and the Monterey County Fire Chiefs EMS Committee, as well as our meetings
with each partner, Citygate believes that all of the parties are actually closer on many issues than
they believe, but they do not see it due to the historic friction in Monterey County and California
county EMS systems in general.
There is no doubt from Citygate’s perspective that every party in the system desires great patient
care. City and fire district leaders naturally want to guide policy on what they see as a local
public safety service. But these perspectives at times collide with California law and court cases
that make counties responsible for the administration of ambulance transportation. In brief,
Citygate’s overall opinions after extensive listening and factual document review are:


There are not significant and fatal flaws to the current ambulance transport
contract. As the County determines the transport contract extension criteria are
being met annually, then the contract should be given consideration for extension.



There is not a problem with the management of the ambulance billings. There is a
lack of knowledge about the complexity of billings, and how best to resolve
occasional problems.
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The transport system is working within the policy objectives of the contract with
regard to response times, services, and fees. However, certain aspects of
operating the system between the various agencies can be improved.



There is excellent, patient-care-driven decision making at all levels – County
Health, County EMS, AMR, and cities and fire districts. All involved
administrators are well trained and well versed EMS professionals.



There are differing opinions by the region’s fire chiefs, local government
administrators, and elected officials about the contract, system operational issues,
economical realities, and prior policy decisions by the Board of Supervisors.
Enhanced communication is needed between the County and local government
partner agencies.



These systemic issues regarding contract understanding and stakeholder agency
involvement combine in creating friction and thus a quest for change, without, in
many instances, the data-driven business case for suggested changes. Frustration
and misunderstanding create the belief that change must be better.



There is much to like about the Monterey County ambulance fee system, given its
humane administration, and, especially, the Fee Forgiveness Program. There are
also aspects to dislike, but much of the dislike is rooted in the current Medicare,
Medi-Cal, and private-insurance-company-driven ambulance payment policies
and, to some extent, the lack of communication about this complex issue to
Monterey County residents.



The ambulance billing review will show the difficulty of how complicated and
not-patient-friendly the medical billing collection system in America has become.
At this time, it is unknown if federal health care restructuring will improve this
difficulty.

Given this summary of key points, Citygate’s opinion is that leaders in Monterey County
carefully consider not re-designing and bidding the transport contract until the effects of federal
health care restructuring on ambulance payments are known, which, in many estimations, could
take 2-3 years at the very least.
Throughout this report Citygate describes how it conducted its work and what facts were
identified. In each theme we will present findings of fact and recommendations. In list form here
are all of Citygate’s 23 findings and 6 recommendations:
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AMBULANCE CONTRACT TECHNICAL FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Citygate offers the following findings regarding the ambulance contract review:
Finding #1:

Contract Extension – There is no compelling evidence to support stopping the
pending ambulance transport contract extension, earned per contract terms,
between the County of Monterey and AMR.

Finding #2:

AMR Contract Performance – AMR’s contract performance has met and
continues to meet all contractual obligations according to reviews by County staff
and the Emergency Medical Care Committee (EMCC), as well as the review
documents provided to Citygate. Key points include:

Finding #3:



Compliance with performance requirements



Compliance with financial requirements



Compliance with clinical performance requirements



That no area of the County is left without ambulance coverage.

Contract Updates – There are service measure issues, delivery methods, and
costs that have frayed over time since the contract was created. An ambulance
contract needs to be a somewhat flexible tool that allows for periodic in-contract
updates in partnership with system stakeholders. Examples include:


Increased coordination and use in additional areas of local government
ambulances



Updates to response time zone measures and the data used for oversight



Medical supplies replacement procedures to first responders.

Finding #4

Ability to Modify Contract – The first two AMR contract extensions were done
with modifications which show all parties have the intent to allow a “living
contract” where, using continuous process improvement principals, the contract
can be slightly updated to reflect moving, real-world conditions in the system.
This model of fine-tuning over time is exactly what Citygate would recommend
for the current and upcoming extension request periods.

Finding #5:

Response Time Measures – The contract allows for updates to the response time
measurement zones and this, in fact, was done in a prior contract extension. While
the Fire Chiefs EMS Committee feels there is not a “change back process” for
these modifications if they prove to be unworkable, Citygate finds by the very fact
that change is allowed and has occurred, the stakeholders and County can agree
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to change response time performance measures in either direction, in any
contract cycle.
Finding #6:

Use of Mutual Aid – In Citygate’s reading of the AMR contract, and in materials
received from the Fire Chiefs EMS Committee, Citygate cannot see where any
current contract clause precludes the on-going refinement of mutual and
automatic aid operational policies.

Finding #7:

Merger of AMR and Fire Dispatch – While a dispatch merger sounds ideal, it is
likely an expensive, lengthy, and difficult effort of emerging technology and
personnel systems. Citygate is of the opinion that other system refinement issues
should take precedence.

Finding #8:

Relationships – The relationships between the EMS Agency, the fire agencies,
and AMR are strained to various degrees on different issues. All partners are
committed to providing quality patient care and Citygate found no complaints
regarding patient care. We did find differing professional opinions on how to
manage and provide system resources.

Finding #9:

Ambulance System Multi-Agency Coordination – Citygate believes there are
too many coordination committees, without specific, written charters and a
written decision pathway as to how final decisions regarding suggested on-going
operational changes are made. This leads to slowed decisions, frustration, and
confusion as to which decision path to use for which issue.

Based on the above findings, Citygate offers the following recommendations:
Recommendation #1: Approve the October 2012 contract extension request from AMR; all
contractual obligations have been met. Continue to consider future
extension requests as long as AMR continues to meet the quantifiable
objectives within the contract stipulations.
Recommendation #2: Continue to increase multi-agency relationships to work together as one
team to enhance delivery of service and the refinement of operational
details that will have a positive effect on the overall ambulance
transportation system. Examples are:
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Re-confirming or re-designing ambulance mutual aid in the
Mouth of the Valley area.



Establishing clear expectations and written procedures for restocking of all First Responder supplies by AMR.
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Establishing a data review process, measurement tools, and
personnel time needed to provide the EMCC and Board of
Supervisors on-going AMR contract compliance information.



Reviewing and enhancing the use of fire service ambulances
when AMR resources are drawn down and cannot meet system
response time requirements.



In the County’s Emergency Dispatch Center, as other issues and
changes are being considered, striving for increased coordination
and reduced costs between AMR’s needs and local government
needs.

Recommendation #3: Citygate recommends that a new System Operations Committee be
established to consolidate many of the committees that involve fire,
AMR, dispatching and response system planning.
AMBULANCE BILLING REVIEW TECHNICAL FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Citygate offers the following findings regarding the ambulance billing review:
Finding #10: Billing Process – The AMR billing and collection process has appropriate data
collection steps and adequate customer service procedures.
Finding #11: Billing Education – The ambulance billing system needs more local outreach to
explain its policies, options for payment, and public access to address particular
needs.
Finding #12: Billing System Costs – The administrative logistical costs for ambulance billing
are very high; the process is more complicated than meets the eye. AMR has
designed a sophisticated structure to adhere to all of the rules of the providers and
to keep bills from becoming “private pay” status. They have built a technical,
highly sophisticated system that addresses the government as well as the private
business requirements.
Finding #13: Monterey County Rates – The perception is that ambulance rates in Monterey
County are higher than in surrounding counties. This is difficult to measure given
the difference in services provided from county to county. Other counties have
different insured payor mixes, different fee collection practices, different fee
subsidy policies and other factors that affect an ambulance bill. Additionally, the
road networks and topography in some other counties are easier to serve with
fewer ambulance units than is Monterey County.
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Finding #14: Medicare and Medicaid Approvals – Denials by Medicare and Medicaid cannot
be refuted. Their rules are set and there is no negotiating.
Finding #15: Medicare Rates – Most Medicare recipients and local government leaders do not
understand that in the best of coverage plans, Medicare pays 80 percent of an
ambulance bill at most. Thus, private insurance companies and private-pay
patients carry the burden for the indigent and lower-paying Medicare and MediCal programs.
Finding #16: Fee Arrangements – AMR does not have preferred provider (PPO) fee
arrangement with insurers in Monterey County and few exist elsewhere in the
United States. If AMR lets the private insurers “write down” payments below
actual cost, then overall revenues may not offset the Medicare and Medi-Cal
lower payments and already-low profit margins are lost.
Finding #17: Uninsured Subsidies – The AMR Monterey County Fee Forgiveness Program is
being used. In 2012, a total of 250 patients received either compassionate care
write-offs or a discount of up to 80 percent. These write-offs resulted in a total of
$536,965 for the year. The program could be better marketed and explained to
residents of the County.
Finding #18: Billing Problem Rates – The complaint rate to AMR in Monterey County is very
low and some are actually field operations complaints or an issue from an
insurance company. A sample shows about 6 patient-based billing complaints per
month or 72 per year, which, based on 18,709 bills annually, is a rate of .4
percent. Citygate did not find a single occurrence where we disagreed with how
the case was handled and finally resolved.
Finding #19: Collection Frequency – Amounts sent to collection are primarily not write-offs
due to low insurance payments; most amounts are to recover the unpaid copayment from the insured person, and are thus very small.
Finding #20: Denials Process – Both in the high-level data review of the 90 cases that had
some form of denials and referral to collections, as well as the in-depth reading of
20 case files by two Citygate team members, Citygate did not find a single
occurrence where we disagreed with how the case was handled and finally
resolved. Hard copy printouts from AMR supported all notes and decisions.
Finding #21: Insurance Payments – Almost no insurance carrier is paying the entire Monterey
County transport charge; they try to use the Medicare rate or another regional
“average” instead of accepting agency-by-agency rates.
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Finding #22: Insurance Payor Requirements – The insurance carriers are very particular
about medical necessity and signatures and will use almost any reason to deny or
write down a bill. Citygate observed where AMR tried multiple times to get the
carrier to understand the medical issues and approve the claim. AMR does
advocate for the patient, as they know insurance is their best chance for payment.
Finding #23: Anthem Blue Cross Denials in Monterey – The insurance carriers, CalPERS
and Anthem Blue Cross were responsible for the problematic low payment cases
for their subscribers that were brought forth to County officials by city and district
officials in Monterey County. These providers have now corrected the payment
rates. When they processed these billings, AMR followed correct policy, with the
final decision being the responsibility of the insurance company.
Given these overall observations and the findings on ambulance billing in this report, Citygate
offers the following recommendations:
Recommendation #4:

Recommendation #5:
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Conduct an information outreach program about ambulance billing to
government stakeholders and the general population on the various
aspects of ambulance billing. This can be done via direct mailings and
the AMR and County websites. This information can include:


Insurance payments may not cover the full cost of an
ambulance bill.



Medicare and Medi-Cal reimbursement is only a fraction of
the cost of an ambulance transport; depending on coverage, a
remaining balance converts to a “private pay” bill that is the
patient’s responsibility.



Medicare and Medi-Cal require “medical necessity” for
payment of ambulance transportation. If this is not proven,
ambulance bills will be denied and turn into “private pay”
status.



Information on accessing AMR and County EMS for billing
questions or concerns.



The County’s Fee Forgiveness Program.



AMR individual payment plan options.

Improve communications and understanding between the County,
AMR, and the fire services when billing issues surface. Efforts should
include:
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Recommendation #6:



Immediate and direct calls from a local government agency to
County EMS Management when a billing problem is apparent
and has not been handled by AMR in a reasonable timeframe.



Annual audits of 25 percent of all complaints and denied bills
in the County.

Provide an annual report (prepared by AMR) to the Emergency
Medical Care Committee (EMCC), Board of Supervisors, City
Managers, and Fire Chiefs Associations to include, at a minimum:


Overall annual billings statistics as to payor type and
collection rate.



Fee Forgiveness Program with usage breakdown.



Complaint and resolutions log summary.



Changes in insurance carrier practices affecting future
collections.

CONCLUSION
Citygate believes much of the current system issues and stress can be removed in the near term—
without stopping the provider’s ability to be granted the yearly extension—through increased
cooperation and shared services leadership between the stakeholders. This has been done
successfully in other California Emergency Medical Service Agencies (e.g., Sierra-Sacramento
Valley and Santa Clara County). The remaining Monterey issues have to be expected and
understood for what they are: differing opinions regarding which agency should operate
ambulance services, and at what cost this should be done. These friction points are present in
most every county in California.
In Monterey County, there is an established ambulance contractor (the largest in the United
States), that is more than delivering its mandated response times, has not paid a single contract
penalty, and is making a small profit. This is in a Zero Public Subsidy System (where the
County’s tax revenues do not support the ambulance system cost). County staff reports on the
contract extensions have indicated that AMR has consistently met not just some, but all of their
contractual obligations.
Ambulance bills in Monterey County are reflective of the decision to fully burden the cost of the
bill with complete system operation costs and net revenue collection rates. What further dictates
system cost is the simple fact that the County is difficult to serve efficiently with fewer
ambulances, given its topography and distributed population centers.
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Since 2009, the number of transports in the system is slowly declining, thus slowing revenues. In
no single contract year has AMR met its 8 percent contract profit cap. In the year ending
December 2011, AMR’s pretax profit was $1,356,276 or 4.9 percent. So as revenue losses mount
from reduced calls, where would revenue come from under existing federal, state and private
insurance policies to provide payments to fire service paramedic first responders, as the Fire
Chiefs have suggested?
AMR has streamlined costs to the extent it can while still meeting response time objectives, and
did not ask for a rate increase the first two contract years. Thus, in Citygate’s opinion, the
service-to-revenue model is working, but fragile in Monterey County. Without doing a full rateto-restructuring review, Citygate is of the opinion that substantial rate lowering in the County
could only come about by using County General Funds to subsidize the system. Citygate will
state repeatedly in this report, what the County has is working, and while some system
components can be improved or further tuned, all parties should be cautious about stopping or
disrupting the system at this time given the uncertainties around federal health care restructuring.
Monterey County has a working, profitable system, albeit with issues, but these are not contract
driven and can be fixed with the proper focus and interagency communication. Contract
extensions can continue to be considered if the contract’s performance measures are met. In the
long term, the EMS system partners have to establish increased cooperation and trust to work
more effectively together next time the ambulance contract is placed out to bid.
Citygate’s recommendations will take consensus building, improving trust, and the forging of
revised operational procedures. Citygate believes this implementation work should be done
together by all the stakeholders in the system.
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PART ONE
Ambulance Transport
Contract Issues Review
(Sections 1-4)
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SECTION 1—TRANSPORT CONTRACT REVIEW BACKGROUND
1.1

AMBULANCE TRANSPORT CONTRACT BACKGROUND

On January 30, 2010 the County of Monterey exercised its state-mandated oversight role for
ambulance system management by entering into a contract with American Medical Response
(AMR) for exclusive countywide emergency and non-emergency ambulance transport services.
The agreement was for five years, with options for five, one-year extensions, granted annually, if
earned by AMR to the satisfaction of County staff. Thus, the total contract term, also consistent
with California regulations, could run up to a ten-year cap before the system would have to be rebid. This length provides stability benefits to both the County and to the ambulance provider.
1.2

OVERVIEW
SERVICES

OF THE

CALIFORNIA CONSTRUCT

FOR THE

PROVISION

OF

AMBULANCE

The transport contract is within the purview of the County as California legislation and resultant
California Supreme Court cases have given counties broad powers to establish ambulance
franchises called Exclusive Operating Areas or EOAs. The goals are to smooth transport
revenues across diverse areas and ensure that the ambulance operators have enough business to
remain economically viable. The companion goal is to ensure that some areas that are
economically difficult to serve are not left without ambulance coverage. As in other quasi-public
services provided by private contractors in a franchise arrangement, there are state regulations
and insurance company payment issues which can create considerable system friction.
1.3

BACKGROUND OF EMS SYSTEM DESIGN
MONTEREY COUNTY

AND

AMBULANCE CONTRACT TENSIONS

IN

Given the above brief overview of the California construct for the provision of ambulance
services, delegating control to the counties, it is not at all unexpected that each time Monterey
County has to bid or extend its ambulance contract, that some local government agency
stakeholders will be unhappy with some aspects of the system. This is similar to other regional
vs. local city/district service issues that confront county and local agencies. Monterey has many
of the issues present that create tension:


A Countywide, multi-year single Exclusive Operating Area (EOA) contract for
transport that limits major, frequent system changes by some stakeholder
perspectives. But a long-term transport contract provides stability for the
County’s residents and visitors.



There are pre-1980 transporting fire departments that hold grandfathered status in
that their ambulance services are not under the County’s purview for regional
franchise bidding, such as Carmel and the Monterey County Regional Fire

Section 1—Transport Contract Review Background
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Protection Fire District (Carmel Valley only) that continue to provide ambulance
service.


There are fire departments such as the City of Monterey that want to add
paramedic-level care to their existing fire engine staffing and would need County
approval to do so.



The topography and limited road network of the County make it hard to serve
efficiently with the least number of ambulances, while offering the response times
the contract requires. Some low population areas have to be served, yet do not
generate meaningful revenue (e.g., Big Sur).



Given the less densely populated areas in such a large county, the County’s
ambulance revenue collections are strained to collect enough revenue in all areas
to provide best practice response times in low call for service areas.

Against this background of EMS system design and ambulance delivery tensions in California
counties it is understandable that a Board of Supervisors will most likely continue to receive
feedback about an ambulance contract each time it comes up for renewal or re-bid. The issue for
a Board of Supervisors and County Health Executive becomes deciding if the existing contract is
so flawed that designing and bidding a replacement contract is materially better.
No one should expect that, given the changes annually in health care, technology and the federal
law, the transport system would stay static for five to ten years. Citygate would ask all parties in
EMS system leadership positions to review whether their current decision process allows for
effective, data-driven transport contract adjustment decisions.
1.4

COMMISSIONING OF THE CITYGATE STUDY

This study was commissioned to address issues that arose as a result of the Board of Supervisors’
consideration of the 2012 ambulance contract extension that AMR requested and that County
staff and the Emergency Medical Care Committee (EMCC) approved. In broad terms, the scope
of work for Citygate’s study included the following components:
1.

2.

Listen to County EMS staff, AMR Managers, the County Fire Chiefs Association,
and the City Managers Association to ascertain as specifically as possible, what
AMR ambulance transport contract clauses were:
a.

Broken to the point that the contract should not be extended.

b.

In need of improvement with changes that could and should be made
within the confinement of the current contract.

Conduct a review of the AMR billing process and practices. Provide to the EMS
Agency and AMR any identified improvements to future billing.
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3.

Meet with AMR and the stakeholders to build a shared understanding of the
emerging factual issues and options.

4.

Develop and present a report to County Executive Management and the Board of
Supervisors.
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SECTION 2—TRANSPORT CONTRACT – CITYGATE’S REVIEW
PROCESS
Citygate began the project by issuing a large document request to the County. Documents
reviewed included, but were not limited to, the AMR contract; Board of Supervisors Agenda
reports and meeting videos; EMS Agency and County Service Area 74 documents, agreements
and budgets; County EMS system committee meeting minutes, including the contract
compliance workgroup; AMR response time documents and contract extension requests and
justifications; letters from the Fire Chiefs Association and other stakeholders; and mutual aid and
system operational plans and agreements.
After an initial review of the documents Citygate met with County EMS Agency staff to listen at
length to their views and to further explore our factual understanding from the document review.
We then met with AMR managers from the Monterey County contract who have their offices in
the City of Marina. The final meeting in the first set of visits was with the County Fire Chiefs
EMS Subcommittee to whom the larger Fire Chiefs Association had delegated the task of
working on the EMS contract review.
After the first set of meetings, Citygate asked for additional documentation and, via emails and
phone calls, followed up on issues. Citygate met twice more with the Fire Chiefs EMS
Committee to explore the issues on May 6th and June 11th. Citygate met with the Monterey
County City Managers Association at their monthly meeting on May 21st and also with County
EMS and AMR staff members during our review period in May, June and early August.
In July, the Citygate team reviewed all of the factual material and listening session notes and
prepared a draft list of opinions, findings, and recommendations that were discussed with County
EMS staff in early August 2013. This resulted in direction to Citygate to prepare a report on the
efforts to date to the Board of Supervisors to gain further direction on the pending contract
extension request and direction as to which Citygate recommendations, if any, to pursue further.

Section 2—Transport Contract – Citygate’s Review Process
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SECTION 3—TRANSPORT CONTRACT – SPECIFIC ISSUES
3.1

BACKGROUND OF TRANSPORT CONTRACT ISSUES BETWEEN THE PARTIES

From the first conversations with Fire Chiefs and the Supervisors, to testimony at Board
meetings, to the first Fire Chiefs Association letter on March 28th and then a final Fire Chiefs
Association letter on June 5th, it was time-consuming to identify specific and factual contract and
system operations issues to focus changes or improvement discussions on. Many of the Fire
Chiefs’ observations and requests were more general to the overall design of the ambulance
transport contract, or operational policy communication within the larger County EMS system
outside of the transport contract. The two letters from the Fire Chiefs Association are attached as
Appendix A and B to this report.
The City Managers Association expressed broad policy interest in ensuring a viable and stable
ambulance transport system. The Association was concerned about response times and billing
questions, but did not have specific system changes or contract failings in mind. The
Association, of course, saw the need for fairness and two-way communication between all of the
parties in the EMS system.
County EMS staff understood all of the issues of concern to local government partners, but was
not clear as to how the issues presented a compelling case to stop the contract and undertake a
system re-bid.
AMR management staff also understood the friction points in the system and expressed the
desire for increased collaboration. Yet, they also felt they had more than met the performance
indicators in the transport contract to merit an extension and, as such, were unsure why some
stakeholders felt the contract should be stopped.
Citygate can summarize the Fire Chiefs Association issues across the two letters and three
listening meetings in the following themes highlighted in grey:
1.

The length of the current transport contract spans too many years and may
not allow for system changes resulting from the Federal Affordable Care
Act (ACA). The Fire Chiefs believe that ACA could result in new revenue
streams that can offset first responder and/or transport costs by local
government. The implication from this statement is that if ACA offers
better EMS billing allowances or new, compensable patient care
treatments, that local government should realize these services and
revenues.

2.

The billing system had errors in the administration of billing and these
errors were bringing negative perceptions to local government EMS
providers, as well as the County and/or AMR.
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3.

A perception that Monterey County’s Ambulance rates are among the
highest in the state, and as such, are not sustainable going forward either
for consumers or with possible changes under the ACA.

4.

The current ambulance deployment plan of AMR’s does not use local
government ambulances where they are closer during high call for service
periods. There is considerable disagreement as to how to implement
Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) technology on fire ambulances as is
already done on AMR ambulances. Such technology would allow
dispatchers to see the closest unit, especially where service areas touch,
such as the “Mouth of the Valley” on Highway 1 outside of Carmel.

5.

There has already been one response time zone modification to the
contract. The Fire Chiefs EMS Committee felt the process used was not
inclusive enough or data-driven enough to arrive at the decision and then
monitor the effect afterwards. The Committee further felt the Contract
Compliance workgroup was not effective in its procedural structure, had
enough access to ambulance response data, and was not independent of
County EMS for findings and recommendations.

6.

A belief that the resupply of small patient care items by AMR that is
mandated in the transport contract is not entirely effective.

7.

An opinion that the communication and ad-hoc committee structure in the
system is not a two-way collaborative process, and that fire service input
is advisory only.

8.

The belief that all operational changes to the AMR transport contract have
to be negotiated through the contractor, and not County EMS.

9.

The need was identified to align AMR’s dispatch radio unit identifications
and channels better with County Fire and Law Enforcement operations.

10.

The belief that when AMR ambulances are being heavily used, that the
fire service ambulances should be pre-notified that they could be used.

11.

The belief that a merger of fire and AMR dispatch functions, along with
the full use of Medical Priority Dispatch protocols, would allow the EMS
system to always send the closest ambulance, regardless of ownership.

In summary, the Fire Chiefs EMS Committee believes the above macro issues, as well as the
uncertainty going forward with federal health care restructuring, provides the “weight of
evidence” that the current transport contract should not be extended and that the next year should
be used to begin the re-design and re-bidding work necessary for the system. To place many of
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the Fire Chiefs observations into perspective, Citygate built Table 3-1 to summarize the major
issues and identify, in Citygate’s opinion, whether the items are purely a transport contract
language issue, an intra-agency operational issue, or a function of strained relationships and
communications.
Table Heading Definitions
Contract:
Operations:
Relationship:

items that need re-work due to current clause being problematic.
operational issues the stakeholders can change/improve outside the current contract.
items that, when improved, will result in smoother multi-stakeholder operations and
understanding.

Table 3-1: Local Agency Issues
Local Agency Issue

Contract Operations Relationship

Ambulance deployment plan: Fire wants to totally update and
use medical dispatch (EMD) with the resultant plan to meet Fire’s
approval.

X

AMR communications interoperability and radio IDs.

X

AMR’s Critical Care Transport (CCT): high cost, low return.

X

Automatic and mutual aid plans. Use of AVL and closest unit
issues (AMR data restriction a problem). Local government wants
fire ambulances used during AMR drawdown periods. (Contract
Section 4.2.12 AMR may use…)

X

Billing issues: complaint process; denials for payment

X

X

Transport contract compliance and oversight. Desire for
technical data review assistance.

X

X

Decision making process flow and structure:
Consider enhanced system advisory structure.

X

X

X

Dispatch process flow and staffing. Desire to merge fire and AMR
dispatch staffing.

X

X

Future needs due to federal health care restructuring (Contract
Section 17.5.2 for rate changes).

X

X

High ambulance rates compared to other surrounding
California counties, which are necessary to enable contracted
response times without public subsidy.

X

X

EMS Agency to work more collaboratively with the fire service.

X

Process to use Fire ambulances by AMR. Also steps for a fire
agency to upgrade from BLS to ALS.

X

X

Response Time Zones: Should they flow one level to the next, or
skip a level? Can the entire method be changed and updated to
reflect the reality of population clusters?

X

X

Resupply process improvements for first responders, mandated
by AMR contract to be a reasonable process.

X

X
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This table is useful to determine the count or the “weight” of the areas in contention across the
three categories of contract, operations, and relationships. It is apparent to Citygate that the vast
majority of the “friction points” in the system, including ambulance billing as covered in the next
section of this report, fall into the areas of on-going operational management and relationships
between agencies and the ambulance contractor.
Other than a general request from the Fire Chiefs to stop the contract and begin a possible system
re-design and resultant re-bid process, no stakeholder identified to Citygate one or more specific
contract clauses that were so deficient as to harm response times or patient care. Where the
County Fire Chiefs EMS Committee offered contract re-wording suggestions, in Citygate’s
opinion, they were designed to significantly change the system, as opposed to clarifying the
intent of the current contract.
To test Citygate’s observations that specific contract language or clauses were not failing to a
degree that would prohibit a contract extension, Citygate submitted follow-up thoughts to the
Fire Chiefs EMS Committee and then met with the Committee again in person.
The Fire Chiefs responses to this further discussion can be seen in Appendix B to this report.
3.2

CONTRACT COMPLIANCE REVIEW CONDUCTED PRIOR TO CITYGATE’S REVIEW

Citygate reviewed the three contract extension request documents to date and provides the
following observations:


In the latest review period, AMR ran approximately 19,000 calls with an average
6.5-minute response time. Ninety-four (94) percent of the responses met the 8minute response time requirement.



There is an 8-page contract clause review dated December 2011, where by
contract clause line item, County staff and the then operating Contract
Compliance Committee found every key criteria was being met or underway.



AMR has not once hit its 8 percent profit cap.



AMR did not request rate increases for the first two years.



County staff recommended the 2012 contract extension and the County’s advisory
Emergency Medical Care Committee (EMCC) voted 8-3 to recommend that the
Board of Supervisors extend the contract.



The first two AMR contract extensions were done with modifications which show
all parties have the intent to allow a “living contract” where, using continuous
process improvement principals, the contract can be slightly updated to reflect
moving, real-world conditions in the system. This model is exactly what Citygate
is recommending for the current and upcoming extension request periods.
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3.3

DISCUSSION OF THE SPECIFIC CONTRACT AND SYSTEM ISSUES

Using the macro themes from Table 3-1, Citygate offers the following observations and feedback
to the ambulance system stakeholders. Several of the Table 3-1 topics are combined below as the
technical issues are interrelated:
3.3.1 Ambulance Deployment Plan, Response Time Zones, Dispatch Process and
Critical Care Inter-facility Transport
Ambulance deployment plans are attempts to match service demands to costs. As such, they
cannot provide downtown metropolitan response times to every corner of a diverse county. The
transport contract acknowledges this and establishes response time performance zones for the
County’s ambulances. Such plans are good computer estimations of demand by hour of day and
day of week, but they are not perfect. As experience grows with actual data, the response zones
and their time standards can and should be updated.
The parties in a contract, especially during an extension discussion, can mutually agree to update
an agreement clause. This occurred and in AMR Contract Amendment No. 2, dated March 9,
2012. A change was made to update the response zone maps. One of the Fire Chiefs EMS
Committee comments was that the change process was not well defined and there was not a way
to change back to a prior formula if needed. However, Citygate observes that since change is
possible and was done, there is no contract clause or other rule to prevent the change process
reversing a decision if later deemed unworkable.
The Fire Chiefs who participated in the Contract Compliance Committee want better data from
which to plan response zone updates. This is a worthy goal and many systems are hampered by
limitations in technology and staffing to provide best practice response time measurements for
planned changes. The parties can continue to work on building better data systems, but again,
there is not a contract section preventing this research and investment.
Further, the Fire Service and others in the system would like to move to what is known as
Emergency Medical Dispatch (or EMD), where large systems sort the 911 incidents by medical
severity and send different resources to different calls, hopefully reserving paramedic units for
urgent incidents. This is a worthy goal but is difficult to achieve in Monterey County for several
reasons.
The dispatch technology and dispatcher training is expensive and must be in place. The system
design needs a mix of resources, such as basic and paramedic-level care ambulances and basic
and paramedic-level care fire engines. In a dense metropolitan area such as Oakland or San Jose
these resources are well mixed and can be shared in smaller areas of a city. In large cities, there
are multiple hospitals, so ambulance turnaround times can be shorter. In Monterey County, a
basic framework of transport ambulances at the basic care and paramedic level must be
maintained everywhere, regardless of demand, so while downtown Monterey needs ambulances
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at a higher demand rate due to population, so does Soledad, but at a significantly lower
frequency. Monterey County does not have as many hospitals, and the ambulances travel further.
For critical patient and nursing home patient transfers, many of these occur to out-of-County
facilities. In both cases, the ambulance travel times are longer in many areas of Monterey
County, thus increasing the need to have a depth of ambulances, even if demand for several is
low. Only having a fire engine paramedic arrive is not enough if an ambulance cannot get there
in time for the patient’s exact transport needs.
In Citygate’s opinion, it could take significant additional study to see if EMD, given the diverse
needs in Monterey County, will actually be able to lessen the ambulance staffing plan to allow
for increased use of basic care ambulances or fire units.
As for continued refinement to the response time zone measurement system, Citygate found that
the Fire Chiefs EMS Committee, the County EMS Director, and AMR agree that the contracted
response time zones can be jointly updated, either modestly or significantly, without re-bidding
the transport contract using good data. Also, there was agreement that, going forward, a better,
data-driven review process can be used for contract compliance by an Operations Committee.
All parties must remember that, given the separated population clusters and limited cross-county
road network, Monterey County is very difficult to serve with few ambulances. When AMR
fields a “floor level of deployment” to ensure contract compliance, it may not be able to reduce
many deployed unit hour costs and/or transfer that workload to some fire departments.
Additionally, per the contract, AMR must staff for inter-facility, non-emergent transfers along
with Critical Care Transfers (CCTs). Many of these transfers end up being out-of-County
transports, which fire service units cannot typically perform.
The parties must use good data and consistently study the workload and revenue mix. The
current system can be fine-tuned to better use both AMR and fire service resources, as long as
response times are deemed prudent and AMR can stay profitable.
3.3.2 AMR Radio Communications and Dispatch Services
The Fire Service noted that AMR’s radio designations for its units could be better aligned with
the Countywide fire dispatch system. All parties told Citygate that this could and would be done;
although it was not given enough focus and priority. As of this writing there is verbal agreement
to do it. Citygate does not find a contract section that stymied this operational change issue.
The County Fire Chiefs EMS Committee would like to see a merger between AMR dispatch and
the County-staffed fire dispatch system. However, there are significant issues and barriers that
make this a difficult task. The County dispatchers are covered under County Public Sector Labor
Agreements and the County does not employ or supervise private sector employees. Also, the
AMR dispatch and incident processing software is robust. It not only dispatches, but also feeds
essential information into AMR’s billing system.
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3.3.3 Automatic and Mutual Aid Plans
The most focused geographical area of concern is known as the “Mouth of the Valley” east of
Carmel on Highway 1 where AMR has a county response zone between the City of Carmel and
fire districts which operate non-County franchise paramedic ambulances and/or fire engines.
While the goal is to send the closest unit to any patient, the reality is that not every patient is
critical, and AMR has the contract right to serve its assigned area, if it can within contract time
limits and without harming the patient by not using a closest resource. The agencies have
identified this problem and have been discussing how to resolve it for over two years. The AMR
contract in Section 11.1.5 requires AMR to provide automatic vehicle location (AVL)
technology for closest unit dispatching (as it uses in its ambulances) to the Carmel Regional Fire
ambulances. This is in the process of being accomplished.
However, the contract did not outline in fine detail the operational plans for “automatically”
using fire ambulances, nor should it have been expected to. Yes, it has taken far too long in
Citygate’s opinion to resolve this, but during this project Citygate has seen a draft agreement that
meets the needs of all parties, in Citygate’s opinion.
In other geographical areas, the County EMS Agency, AMR, fire departments and other
ambulance companies just across the County line all have to continue to refine mutual and
automatic aid procedures, under appropriate medical policy and/or AMR contract provisions.
3.3.4 Billing Issues and Perceptions of High Ambulance Rates
These are covered in detail in Section 5 of this report.
3.3.5 Transport Contract Compliance and Oversight
The contract allows for response time oversight, with verifiable data, by the County. The County
EMS Agency used a multi-agency contract compliance committee to assist with this prior to the
last contract extension request. The process, according to some, was weakly defined; there was
disagreement over the type of data and what the group could or could not recommend.
However, the County, AMR, and the local government agencies at least made the attempt and all
have told Citygate they learned from it and can design a better process for the future. As already
mentioned in this report, there is the quest for more detailed data and modeling tools for
deployment plan changes.
Citygate believes that contract oversight has occurred and while it is not perfect, there is not a
contract clause preventing it or using it to assist in solving operational challenges.
All stakeholders told Citygate they believe the contract is already flexible enough to even totally
redesign the ambulance response time zone system, and that they can do this while approving the
current contract extensions.
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3.3.6 Multi-Agency Decision Making Process, Future Needs, and EMS Agency
Role
Most California EMS systems have multiple stakeholders that must be managed by the County
EMS Plan per California regulations. This creates multiple advisory committees. These
committees grow over the years and most systems end up with too many committees (in
Citygate’s opinion), with no formal, written process agreement describing who does what, when,
in what order and which groups other than the County make advisory or binding decisions.
Monterey County is no different in this respect. Citygate asked for a list of all committees, which
is provided below. While not all these groups are mandated by the County, the AMR contract, or
the state, it is easy to see that County, AMR and local agency staff can become stymied trying to
discuss and act on system improvements:


Medical Advisory Committee (MAC)



Emergency Medical Care Committees (EMCC)



Emergency Medical Services Operations Committee



Monterey County Contract Compliance Work Group (CCWG)



Dedicated Fire Dispatch (DFD) meetings hosted by the Monterey County Fire
Chiefs Subcommittee (general updates and discussion related to radio
communications issues and policies)



Monterey County Quality Improvement Committee Meetings (STEMI and
Trauma Care)



Monterey County Emergency Communications Operations General Interface
meetings (these meetings are scheduled bi-monthly and focus specifically on
general issues between Monterey County Communications and AMR)



EMS Liaison Committee (general EMS issues specific to field-level interfacing,
equipment, and policy-related topics)



Monterey County Fire Chiefs



Monterey County Fire Chiefs EMS Committee



Every 15-Minutes High School Program (prevention and education of the
potentially dangerous consequences of drinking alcohol and texting while driving)



Monterey County Special Events Task Force Group (hosted by Monterey County
Parks to discuss significant special events held in Monterey County)
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Annual meetings for major events which include MOTO-GP, Big Sur Annual
Marathon, Lake San Antonio, Spirit West Coast, and Rolex Historical Car
Reunion Races



Interagency Coordination Team Meeting for Monterey County Highway
construction projects (monthly workgroup to discuss highway projects and
potential access issues)



NGEN Radio Work Groups (general work group related to updated on the NGEN
System)



Hartnell College Safety Planning Committee (general safety-related topics
specific to on-campus responses and injury prevention).

Citygate asked for and found that no organization chart or decision flow exists for the entire list
or sub list of committees. There are no founding policies, goal statements, or decision/voting
rules for most of them outside of the state-mandated Emergency Medical Care Committee
(EMCC). As such, some issues and decisions can go unresolved for too long, or when a decision
is made, some stakeholder(s) could feel left out and then believe that County or AMR staff did
not listen.
Based on these observations, Citygate believes that a new System Operations Committee could
be established to consolidate many of the committees that involve fire, AMR, dispatching, and
response system planning. The replacement Operations Committee should have diverse,
operational representation with published rules for how the Committee conducts its business
from scope to leadership, to decision flow. The Committee can use specialty, limited-term task
forces for research and development work.
Designing and gaining acceptance for a new Operations Committee will require time and
focused effort, and may need neutral facilitation efforts, particularly to build consensus on the
details of the new decision processes. Apart from final decisions that are specified in state
statutes, County ordinances, or in the AMR contract, with more organization of the input
committees, all stakeholders in the system would agree that operational consensus, when
reached, would be respected by all participants in the system.
3.3.7 Process to Use and Increase Fire First Responders
The Fire Chiefs EMS Committee believes that the AMR contract gives AMR the sole authority
to allow more fire service paramedic units or use fire service paramedic resources in lieu of their
own. Citygate does not completely agree. The contract allows AMR in Section 18.1.5 the option
of entering into subcontracts with one or more paramedic-level agencies for “the provision of
services utilizing alternative maximum response times.” Activating this clause requires the
approval of the County EMS Director to ensure that the sub-contractor will still meet four key
contract performance criteria.
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Yes, to use an alternative paramedic provider, AMR has to make the business determination that
it makes sense to pay another agency to provide effective patient care, at a cost that is affordable
to AMR within its contract revenue. Given its excellent response time performance per the
contract, and the low profit margin in the Monterey County system, AMR has not made this
choice to date.
It is unreasonable to expect AMR or any future provider to allow their service-to-cost model to
be changed once contracted for, simply because an outside fire agency or the County EMS
Agency desires to force a change. The contract allows AMR to begin such a discussion. Since
there is no contract prohibition against others suggesting an alternative approach, the fire
agencies or the County EMS Agency can always make an alternative service proposal to AMR.
Regardless of who begins the process, the County EMS Agency has to agree; therefore AMR is
not the sole determinant of the final form of an alternative partnership.
AMR can only consider using existing fire paramedic providers. This means that if a fire agency
wants to become certified as a paramedic provider, the contract does not give AMR the ability to
add a fire service paramedic provider to the system. The decision to allow one or more fire
agencies to become Paramedic Advanced Life Support (ALS) certified is only to be made by the
County Medical Director in accordance with the County EMS Plan. The cities and fire districts
that want to provide a higher level of service have to resolve that request with the County, not
AMR.
3.3.8 Fire and Other Agency First Responder and Resupply Issues
The current AMR contract in Section 11 contains 13 subsections on how AMR is to coordinate
with, use (as appropriate), and assist local government partners. These sections include first
responder medical equipment re-supply, cooperative purchasing, equipment standards, use of fire
personnel, training, critical incident stress debriefing, dispatch equipment for ambulances, and
electronic patient care reporting data systems. Citygate sees all of these sections as meeting best
practice and the comprehensive needs of the fire agency partners. As in other sections, the
operational details are not contained in the contract, but are expected to be developed and
followed cooperatively over time.
In listening to the Fire Chiefs EMS Committee, the resupply issue surfaced numerous times.
AMR contract in Section 11.1.1.1,2, & 3 clearly require AMR to provide several assistance and
resupply programs to local government agencies. Citygate found that most of the friction occurs
when seldom-needed, high-cost items are used and AMR does not carry enough of them on the
ambulances to always resupply the fire service immediately at the emergency scene. There are
many ways to address this and Citygate discussed these with AMR and the fire agencies. This is
a logistics, supply, and warehouse issue, which is solvable. It is not a failure or flaw of the
contract and Citygate does not see where additional contract language would help. AMR needs
to work quickly with the other agencies to refine the process, publish the process solution, and
then all agencies involved need to train and supervise their employees to follow the process.
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3.4

CITYGATE OVERALL ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSPORT CONTRACT ISSUES

Upon our review and analysis of all project documents, including letters exchanged between
County staff and the Monterey County Fire Chiefs EMS Committee, as well as our meetings
with each partner, Citygate believes that all of the parties are actually closer on many issues than
they believe, but they do not see it due to the historic friction in Monterey County and California
county EMS systems in general.
There is no doubt from Citygate’s perspective that everyone in the system desires great patient
care. Having said that, private ambulance operation economics are complex. Citygate observes
that the counties in California with the least EMS stress have found that active partnering and
collaboration yields better results than a one-way directed system. As Citygate worked with the
Fire Chiefs EMS Committee, members of the Committee listened to the factual system
information that Citygate presented on economics, billing, and operations, as well as experience
from other regions of California. As they were asked to provide specifics regarding contract and
operations issues, Citygate saw a trend in which the issues discussed became closer to the needs
of the County and more manageable as operational and relationship improvements, rather than
broken or inadequate transport contract clauses. As the discussions progressed, Citygate came to
the conclusion that there is much common ground to build upon, rather than stop the current
transport contract and re-design and re-bid the system.
In Citygate’s opinion, there are unknowns ahead for ambulance payments and perhaps making
available first responder medical service reimbursements under the Affordable Health Care Act.
Even the current ambulance payment system is weak and uncertain. AMR has not once hit its
allowed profit cap in Monterey County. Currently in the Bay Area alone, both the Santa Clara
County and Alameda County systems that were recently re-bid and awarded to companies other
than AMR are under severe fiscal stress and experiencing losses. Santa Clara County has taken
steps to begin the initial breach of contract process against Rural Metro Corporation, including
having to force payments due the County. In Alameda County, the new contractor, Paramedics
Plus, is undertaking severe losses. As of late summer 2013, it is impossible to predict if either
company will be able to adequately perform for the entire term of their initial contracts.
In Monterey County, there is an established ambulance contractor (the largest in the United
States), that is more than delivering its mandated response times, has not paid a single contract
penalty, and is making a small profit. This is in a Zero Public Subsidy System (where the
County’s tax revenues do not support the ambulance system). County staff reports on the
contract extensions have indicated that AMR has consistently met not just some, but all of their
contractual obligations.
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SECTION 4—CITYGATE’S FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
THE TRANSPORT CONTRACT
This section provides all of Citygate’s findings and recommendations based on our transport
contract analysis in Sections 1 through 3 of this report:
Finding #1:

Contract Extension – There is no compelling evidence to support stopping the
pending ambulance transport contract extension, earned per contract terms,
between the County of Monterey and AMR.

Finding #2:

AMR Contract Performance – AMR’s contract performance has met and
continues to meet all contractual obligations according to reviews by County staff
and the Emergency Medical Care Committee (EMCC), as well as the review
documents provided to Citygate. Key points include:

Finding #3:



Compliance with performance requirements



Compliance with financial requirements



Compliance with clinical performance requirements



That no area of the County is left without ambulance coverage.

Contract Updates – There are service measure issues, delivery methods, and
costs that have frayed over time since the contract was created. An ambulance
contract needs to be a somewhat flexible tool that allows for periodic in-contract
updates in partnership with system stakeholders. Examples include:


Increased coordination and use in additional areas of local government
ambulances



Updates to response time zone measures and the data used for oversight



Medical supplies replacement procedures to first responders.

Finding #4

Ability to Modify Contract – The first two AMR contract extensions were done
with modifications which show all parties have the intent to allow a “living
contract” where, using continuous process improvement principals, the contract
can be slightly updated to reflect moving, real-world conditions in the system.
This model of fine-tuning over time is exactly what Citygate would recommend
for the current and upcoming extension request periods.

Finding #5:

Response Time Measures – The contract allows for updates to the response time
measurement zones and this, in fact, was done in a prior contract extension. While
the Fire Chiefs EMS Committee feels there is not a “change back process” for
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these modifications if they prove to be unworkable, Citygate finds by the very fact
that change is allowed and has occurred, the stakeholders and County can agree
to change response time performance measures in either direction, in any
contract cycle.
Finding #6:

Use of Mutual Aid – In Citygate’s reading of the AMR contract, and in materials
received from the Fire Chiefs EMS Committee, Citygate cannot see where any
current contract clause precludes the on-going refinement of mutual and
automatic aid operational policies.

Finding #7:

Merger of AMR and Fire Dispatch – While a dispatch merger sounds ideal, it is
likely an expensive, lengthy, and difficult effort of emerging technology and
personnel systems. Citygate is of the opinion that other system refinement issues
should take precedence.

Finding #8:

Relationships – The relationships between the EMS Agency, the fire agencies,
and AMR are strained to various degrees on different issues. All partners are
committed to providing quality patient care and Citygate found no complaints
regarding patient care. We did find differing professional opinions on how to
manage and provide system resources.

Finding #9:

Ambulance System Multi-Agency Coordination – Citygate believes there are
too many coordination committees, without specific, written charters and a
written decision pathway as to how final decisions regarding suggested on-going
operational changes are made. This leads to slowed decisions, frustration, and
confusion as to which decision path to use for which issue.

Based on these findings, Citygate offers the following recommendations:
Recommendation #1: Approve the October 2012 contract extension request from AMR; all
contractual obligations have been met. Continue to consider future
extension requests as long as AMR continues to meet the quantifiable
objectives within the contract stipulations.
Recommendation #2: Continue to increase multi-agency relationships to work together as one
team to enhance delivery of service and the refinement of operational
details that will have a positive effect on the overall ambulance
transportation system. Examples are:


Re-confirming or re-designing ambulance mutual aid in the
Mouth of the Valley area.
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Establishing clear expectations and written procedures for restocking of all First Responder supplies by AMR.



Establishing a data review process, measurement tools, and
personnel time needed to provide the EMCC and Board of
Supervisors on-going AMR contract compliance information.



Reviewing and enhancing the use of fire service ambulances
when AMR resources are drawn down and cannot meet system
response time requirements.



In the County’s Emergency Dispatch Center, as other issues and
changes are being considered, striving for increased coordination
and reduced costs between AMR’s needs and local government
needs.

Recommendation #3: Citygate recommends that a new System Operations Committee be
established to consolidate many of the committees that involve fire,
AMR, dispatching and response system planning.
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PART TWO
Ambulance Transport
Billing Issues Review
(Sections 5-7)
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SECTION 5—AMBULANCE BILLING BACKGROUND
5.1

SUMMARY OF AMBULANCE BILLING REVIEW

One portion of Citygate’s analysis was to review the ambulance billing process by the current
County’s contractor, American Medical Response (AMR), and to conduct an audit of a sample of
problematic ambulance billings from the prior 12 months.
Overall, the findings and recommendations in this report need to be seen as a best practices tuneup for a very rigorous and well-run billing process by AMR. After an extensive on-site review of
AMR’s Western States Billing Center’s operations by Citygate, and an in-depth Countyrequested review of twenty billings that had been denied for payment by Medicare, Medi-Cal, or
other insurance companies and subsequently sent to collections, Citygate does not find billing
process flaws or other inappropriate actions by AMR in the handling of disputed billings from
ambulance transports in Monterey County.
What Citygate did find was a very complex and, to the layperson, disagreeable set of system
policies that result in both public and private insurers generally not paying the full ambulance
charge. In the case of Medicare and Medi-Cal, the reimbursement is only a fraction of the
original bill. Such a finding is by no way unique to Monterey County as it is a national problem.
Citygate also compliments the County requiring an innovative ambulance Fee Forgiveness
Program in which one million dollars from AMR billing revenue is set aside annually from
transport revenue to reduce or waive self-pay billings. This is a significant and serious move to
accommodate the indigent and working poor who cannot afford a substantial ambulance bill. The
program is being offered by AMR, but needs to be better understood and used to capacity by
qualifying customers in the County.
Citygate did find that both AMR and County EMS communication to residents and local
government partners is lacking. Education regarding the County’s ambulance fees and the
process for inquiries or problem resolution is greatly needed.
Having stated that increased education and problem solving pathway communication is needed,
no process can be perfect; some patients, when billed, just react adversely. Citygate was
surprised to see that some patients refused very reasonable payment terms or even the Fee
Forgiveness Program.
The Monterey County Board of Supervisors has made the policy choice to not subsidize
ambulance transports with County revenues. Such a “zero-subsidy” fee system is common in
large government-controlled franchise ambulance contracts in America. As this report will
identify, there are significant problems with the health insurance system at present in America. It
is still unknown if federal health care restructuring will improve ambulance payments in the
EMS sector. In the meantime, the County has few choices for the cost of ambulance service, as
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even with state-of-the art billing collection practices, AMR has not yet hit its profit cap in their
contract with Monterey County. To lower ambulance rates, the County would have to choose
some combination of the following:

5.2



Subsidize indigent and under-insured patients using County general revenue
funds.



Lower the ambulance services provided (unit hours, and/or response times).

BILLING AUDIT PROCESS BACKGROUND

Because of a concern from the Fire Chiefs Association and some local government officials
about AMR ambulance billing practices, Citygate was asked to collect and review, at a
minimum, twenty (20) Monterey County ambulance bills (randomly selected by Citygate from a
larger sample size provided) where the bill was initially denied by Medicare, Medi-Cal, or a
private insurance company and all or a portion of the bill was forwarded to collections against
the transported patient or survivor.
Citygate was asked to review the identified bills for appropriate medical care coding and reasons
for initial denial, and to identify any opportunities for improvement in billing practices, either in
pre-hospital documentation or billing system policy/procedures. Citygate was requested to meet
in person with AMR to:


Understand the AMR billing systems and standards.



Conduct an analysis of a sampling of bills.



Identify which specific federal, state or private payor laws, regulations or
published submittal requirements affected the bills and the outcomes.



Identify opportunities for improvements in handling billing questions/concerns at
the local field and AMR billing levels.

5.2.1 Citygate’s Methods for Review of the AMR Billing Process
During the months of March and April 2013, Citygate met first with Doug Petrick, Director of
Operations for AMR, Monterey County. Additionally, Citygate met with the Monterey County
EMS Agency Director who, as a result of Fire Chiefs’ concerns, provided information as to the
billing research the EMS Agency had already begun. Citygate also met multiple times over the
course of the project with representatives of the Monterey County Fire Chiefs Association and
once with the County City Managers Association.
As preparation for these initial listening meetings, Citygate reviewed multiple pieces of
testimony and correspondence to the Monterey County Board of Supervisors on EMS issues,
including billing concerns. These documents outlined the issues brought forth by the Fire Chiefs.
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5.2.2 Citygate’s Listening to the Fire Chiefs Association EMS Committee
In the first two meetings with Fire Chiefs, Citygate was fully briefed on their ambulance billing
questions and concerns. The Fire Chiefs stated that from their perspective and opinion, the
public’s perception of AMR’s billing practices is problematic. As evidence to their claim, the
Fire Chiefs provided verbal observations about two ambulance transports where billing problems
occurred within the previous 12 months. At no time did any of the local agency stakeholders
offer specific case numbers, bills, or other paperwork that might be in dispute.
The billing issues most often mentioned were:


High ambulance rates as compared to other counties (both local and across the
State).



Denial of claims or significant underpayment by Anthem Blue Cross.



Frustration in reaching AMR representatives to answer questions or resolve
billing disputes.

Of note is that in Citygate’s initial listening meetings with the Fire Chiefs EMS Committee,
some chiefs did not know that the Board of Supervisors adopted a zero-revenue subsidy system
for the County, resulting in 100 percent fee charges to the patient and the medical insurance
sector. When the Fire Chiefs compare Monterey County’s charges to lower rates in other
counties, they do not know if those other counties are using public funds to subsidize ambulance
fees or if those counties are providing lower levels of service at a resultant lower cost.
Citygate also received and reviewed documents and research conducted by County EMS Agency
staff on a particular billing issue between patients (including County or other local government
employees) who receive medical insurance from Anthem Blue Cross via their employer’s
Retirement and Health benefits plans through the California Public Employee Retirement System
(CalPERS). This complaint will be discussed in detail later in this report, and while complicated,
it is very illustrative of how the overall medical insurance industry goes to great lengths to avoid
payment of an ambulance bill at full value.
5.2.3 County AMR Management and County EMS Staff Interviews
Mr. Petrick, AMR’s Monterey County Manager, was aware of the billing issue concerns brought
forth by the Fire Chiefs and stated that if these situations had come to his attention at the onset he
would have been able to answer questions and resolve the situations within a very short period of
time. While this is an appropriate offer of assistance, the billed patient or family member does
not know how to contact him; they are given information on their initial bill for how to access
the AMR billing center in Modesto, CA.
Mr. Petrick explained at length the efforts of the local AMR care providers to gather adequate
information at the time of service for successful billing, and that his staff locally does assist the
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regional billing center with patient demographics and care information when billing problems
occur.
In discussing AMR’s efforts to assist the Monterey County population, Mr. Petrick explained
AMR’s Fee Forgiveness Program where billed residents without insurance are offered a
significantly reduced bill (about one-fifth the typical rate) when they ask for it. He agreed that
this program has not been widely publicized by AMR and the County’s EMS Agency. He did
show Citygate the final draft of a tri-fold pamphlet that AMR is producing to better inform
patients and family members on what to expect and how to contact AMR.
At the conclusion of this discussion, it was agreed that an on-site visit and in-person audit of the
AMR West regional billing facility in Modesto would be the appropriate next step to understand
procedures and obtain the random denied billings that Citygate was to review.
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SECTION 6—AMR BILLING PROCESS REVIEW
6.1

CITYGATE’S MEETING WITH AMR REGIONAL BILLING – MODESTO CALIFORNIA

To fulfill the request for an audit of the AMR billing process, Citygate team members met on site
at the AMR Western United States Billing Center in Modesto, California. In attendance were
Skye Cowan, Vice President of Billing Services (who came from Los Angeles); Becky Hobson,
Vice President of Patient Business Services in Modesto; Doug Petrick, AMR Monterey
Operations Director; and three additional AMR West Billing Center Division Managers. The
meeting lasted four hours.
AMR began by presenting an overview of their Modesto Billing Center. The center is staffed
with 339 employees who process 984,000 ambulance transport bills on an annual basis. The
billing transactions represent thousands (not dozens) of third-party payors (insurance companies)
in addition to Medicare and Medicaid. Each payor has its own set of “rules” for billing and
reimbursement. Of the 313 employees, 56 are dedicated solely to Call Center transactions:
handling questions, complaints, and problems associated with ambulance billings. There are
dedicated billing processors for Monterey County that are familiar with County policy and the
commonly used health insurance providers.
It should be noted that in 2012 this AMR billing center processed 18,709 ambulance bills for
emergency and non-emergency patient transfers in Monterey County.
The AMR Team then used an extensive PowerPoint with handout documents and discussion to
brief Citygate on each step of the billing process from ambulance crew data collection, through
initial billing, follow-up and final case resolution.
6.1.1 Billing Process
In summary, the AMR system uses five processes, with multiple steps per process:
1.

Search and Add (initial case file set-up and information verification) – 16 steps

2.

Insurance Verification Process (set up payor information) – 22 steps

3.

Coding Process (types of treatments done) – 13 steps

4.

Accounts Receivables Follow-up Process – 31 steps

5.

Government Agency Accounts Receivable Follow-up Process – 6 steps.

AMR has built its own extensive software system that starts with field ambulance computers to
gather information and electronic signatures required for payment of the bill. Ambulance crews
can even scan paper patient documents in the field. This entire field-to-final-payment E-system is
called Jaguar/AMR2000 and is itself a huge technology and financial investment. Thus, while
some bills could involve anywhere from 57-82 macro steps listed above, it is possible that many
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more software screens of information are actually used by the billing center staff. Like many
complicated processes with different variables possible per patient, some bills can flow easily
through the system in few steps, without issues or disputes. Other billings can be very
complicated due to the lack of information or the involvement of multiple insurance companies.
Some key observations and regulatory requirements have to be understood about each billing
phase:


In the field, patient contact information, medical conditions, treatments and
insurance carrier all have to be accurately captured. Also, a physician signature is
a mandatory requirement for Medicare and Medi-Cal to serve, as verification that
the information captured is correct. Also necessary, is a signature from the
patient, family, or other responsible party. Given the fluid and confusing
situations of many EMS scenes, obtaining the documentation or physician
signature at the transport destination can be problematic, but Medicare will not
pay without verification of chief complaint, each specific treatment and signature.
Thus, AMR has to go to considerable effort on-scene or by later follow-up to
gather the information.



To capture this “front end” information, AMR developed software for the field
computers called MEDS that then interfaces with AMR dispatch computer-aideddispatch (CAD) information and finally blends these two sources of information
for verification and entry into the Jaguar/AMR2000 system.



Medicare and Medi-Cal only pay for medically necessary treatments. Thus,
historically in American EMS, ambulance bills are a multiple line-item set of
charges (as are Monterey County’s) that include a base rate for the vehicle and
crew, a mileage rate for miles traveled and then literally dozens of treatment
codes for Basic or Advanced (Paramedic) Life Support treatments. A basic
treatment is reimbursed less than a paramedic treatment. All treatments must be
proved medically necessary due to the patient’s condition, not just the chief
complaint, but supported by medical measures such as vital signs or EKGs, which
document serious medical need. Again, the AMR MEDS software has to track
each of these discrete items correctly, or payment will be refused.



After information verification, the billing center has to use the guidance criteria
established by the Centers for Medicare and Medi-Cal services to “code”
treatments. Ultimately a “Financial Class” is established based on the claim being
governmental (Medicare, Medi-Cal), or another insurance company. Then the
patient may be responsible for none, some (co-payment) or the entire ambulance
bill.
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There is an intense and documented effort on AMR’s part to prevent private pay
status (search for secondary insurance, etc.), which includes the use of a
sophisticated structure to verify insurance coverage. AMR knows its best
opportunity to collect is from one or more insurance companies.



The bill is sent to the responsible parties in three overarching steps of billing,
claims follow-up, and telephone customer service.



It is important to note that AMR does not make coverage decisions; AMR codes
treatments administered per Medicare, Medi-Cal, and other payor criteria. What is
finally paid is the decision of the insurance company and then the patient on the
remaining balance.



AMR uses phone calls to responsible parties, automated reminder phone calls,
email, and fax to verify and process information.



What is AMR’s decision, once the insurance payment decision is reached and
partial payment is received, is what to write-off, or bill the patient for a remainder
or finally send an amount to a collection agency due to non-payment. Given that
the County of Monterey does not pay anything to AMR for patient transport, these
are normal business decisions that any company billing for a service must make.
AMR has to balance its service and billing costs against collection rates to make
even a small profit in order to stay in business.



Regarding the Monterey County Fee Forgiveness Program, AMR has an entire
billing process for “Special Private Pay/Compassionate Care.” The basic criteria
are:





Monterey County residents with an income less than 350 percent of the
Federal Poverty Level qualify for their ambulance bill to be waived.



Monterey County residents with an income above 350 percent of the
Federal Poverty Level may qualify for a significant discount.



To be considered, the patient must complete an application with AMR to
confirm eligibility and level of discount or fee waiver.



Patients are offered the choice of making very small, reasonable payments
over time or using credit cards.

In general, the minimum time a bill spends in the system before going to a
collections agency, after all notices and special offers are made numerous times,
is 60 days. However, a high percentage of bills take a lot longer due to the
complexities of having multiple insurance companies involved or the patient’s
decisions as to how to pay remaining balances.
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6.1.2 AMR’s Quality Assurance Process in its Billing System
Citygate found that AMR makes a considerable (and costly) effort to bill correctly the first time.
Medicare audits all billing providers, including ambulance companies. Medicare’s requirement is
that 90 percent of the bills have to be compliant with their procedures and standards. AMR is the
largest ambulance company in the United States, and as such, is audited regularly by Medicare,
so AMR’s goal is to achieve 95 percent compliance. To achieve a 95 percent compliance rate,
AMR has a quality assurance program that operates in this manner:


New employees in the billing center are trained full-time for seven weeks, and
then paired with a trainer as they begin to handle calls or do paperwork with
insurance companies and patients. It will take six months to fully train a “journey
level” billing center employee. The work is very detail oriented, repetitious and at
times frustrating, due to insurance company issues. As such, the new employee
turnover rate is high.



The Modesto Center employs 14 full-time personnel dedicated to quality
oversight: 3 trainers, 8 auditors, 1 Clinical Education Specialist, 1 Quality
Assurance Manager and 1 Quality Assurance Director.



Employees receive continuous training, based on their performance and everchanging insurance requirements. Even journey-level employees receive at least
one class per month. The local audit team is split between auditing the line
employees and auditing the auditors themselves. Finally, AMR employs a
national audit team that audits each regional center’s internal, two-payer audit
team.



Some audit factors, but by no means all, that trainers and auditors look for are
medical condition code accuracy, correct mileage and level of service, correct
payor, medical necessity, signature requirements and physician certification
statements. Other specialty audits include Critical Care Transports (CCTs),
contract billing and ancillary charges.



The types of audits include:


Monthly individual employee audits.



Training audits for newer employees.



Grey-area claims with significant judgment calls. More than one person
handles all such claims and therefore the claim coder, their supervisor, a
committee and a corporate compliance officer are all audited.



Ethics, policy compliance prospective
issues/trends.
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Ethics and compliance quarterly audits.



Focused audits.



Performance Improvement audits.

6.1.3 Citygate’s AMR Billing Process Findings
Finding #10: Billing Process – The AMR billing and collection process has appropriate data
collection steps and adequate customer service procedures.
Finding #11: Billing Education – The ambulance billing system needs more local outreach to
explain its policies, options for payment, and public access to address particular
needs.
Finding #12: Billing System Costs – The administrative logistical costs for ambulance billing
are very high; the process is more complicated than meets the eye. AMR has
designed a sophisticated structure to adhere to all of the rules of the providers and
to keep bills from becoming “private pay” status. They have built a technical,
highly sophisticated system that addresses the government as well as the private
business requirements.
Finding #13: Monterey County Rates – The perception is that ambulance rates in Monterey
County are higher than in surrounding counties. This is difficult to measure given
the difference in services provided from county to county. Other counties have
different insured payor mixes, different fee collection practices, different fee
subsidy policies and other factors that affect an ambulance bill. Additionally, the
road networks and topography in some other counties are easier to serve with
fewer ambulance units than is Monterey County.
Finding #14: Medicare and Medicaid Approvals – Denials by Medicare and Medicaid cannot
be refuted. Their rules are set and there is no negotiating.
Finding #15: Medicare Rates – Most Medicare recipients and local government leaders do not
understand that in the best of coverage plans, Medicare pays 80 percent of an
ambulance bill at most. Thus, private insurance companies and private-pay
patients carry the burden for the indigent and lower-paying Medicare and MediCal programs.
Finding #16: Fee Arrangements – AMR does not have preferred provider (PPO) fee
arrangement with insurers in Monterey County and few exist elsewhere in the
United States. If AMR lets the private insurers “write down” payments below
actual cost, then overall revenues may not offset the Medicare and Medi-Cal
lower payments and already-low profit margins are lost.
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Finding #17: Uninsured Subsidies – The AMR Monterey County Fee Forgiveness Program is
being used. In 2012, a total of 250 patients received either compassionate care
write-offs or a discount of up to 80 percent. These write-offs resulted in a total of
$536,965 for the year. The program could be better marketed and explained to
residents of the County.
Finding #18: Billing Problem Rates – The complaint rate to AMR in Monterey County is very
low and some are actually field operations complaints or an issue from an
insurance company. A sample shows about 6 patient-based billing complaints per
month or 72 per year, which, based on 18,709 bills annually, is a rate of .4
percent. Citygate did not find a single occurrence where we disagreed with how
the case was handled and finally resolved.
6.2

CITYGATE REVIEW OF ACTUAL BILLINGS

In preparation for the on-site meeting/audit at the AMR Billing Center, Citygate was provided a
list of 90 Monterey County bills that had been denied for insurance payment and were sent to a
collections agency for final closure in the year 2012. Of those 90 bills, Citygate randomly
selected 20 for in-depth audit. These 20 bills represented different types of denials, payor types
and timeframes from inception to collection-agency referral.
Reasons for the denial of payment by Medicare and Medicaid were presented to Citygate during
the briefing, case by case, for the 20 billings selected. AMR provided each case file on paper,
including every piece if information collected or documented, to include information on all
relevant phone calls. This information allowed Citygate to spend significant time reviewing these
case files, most of which were over one-half inch thick. Citygate found the payor restrictions on
payments to AMR are numerous and include the following:


Medicare and Medicaid both require “medical necessity” for ambulance transport,
but providers cannot refuse transport for a patient when responding to a 9-1-1 call.



Medi-Cal restricts providers from billing the patient for an unpaid balance (the
difference between the charged rate and the reimbursed rate).



Medicare refuses to pay a bill that does not have a patient signature.



Medicare patients without “Part B” coverage cannot be billed at any
reimbursement rate.



Medi-Cal refuses to pay a bill that does not have an MD signature.



Inter-facility transfers for Medicare and Medicaid require medical necessity for
ambulance transfer. AMR provides these transports whenever requested
regardless of potential for payment.
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Inter-facility transfers to MD offices are not billable by either Medicare or
Medicaid.



The private insurance company only paid the Medicare rate or Medicare plus a
percentage.



The patient’s lifetime benefit for ambulance fees is exceeded.



Ambulance transport was not medically needed or justified.



Annual co-pay is reached.



Patient was not eligible in their insurance plan on date of transport (new hires).



Ambulance care was not covered in the insurance plan.



Medi-Cal benefit maximum reached.



Large deductibles (co-pay).



AMR was not the insurance company’s in-network provider.

For the 20 cases reviewed, Citygate observed that before the case went to the collection agency
for final resolution, AMR had tried to use the Monterey County Fee Forgiveness Program and
avoid direct patient payment by appealing upon first denial all Medicare- and Medicaid-denied
bills. AMR works to keep these from turning into private pay. In the specific 20 audits, Citygate
found that AMR’s overall policies were in fact used or other unusual circumstances existed:


The least timeframe to collection was 3 months; the longest case took 29 months.
The most common timeframes were 5-6 months. There was no shortage of
patience and multiple attempts were made to find a mutual resolution.



Amounts that went finally to collection ranged from $100 to $2,852. Most
amounts were under $500.



In some cases, denial of coverage occurred when a farm worker changed
employers as different crop-harvest times rotate. When this occurs, their wait time
for benefits restarts. They think they “have insurance” but it has not yet kicked in.



Some patients turned down the Monterey County Fee Forgiveness Program or
very low monthly payment plans. In other cases, payment plans were agreed to,
started, and then stopped by the patient. AMR tries to get the payment plan back
on track and if the patient will not, then AMR finally has to move to collection.
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6.2.1 Billing Review Findings
Finding #19: Collection Frequency – Amounts sent to collection are primarily not write-offs
due to low insurance payments; most amounts are to recover the unpaid copayment from the insured person, and are thus very small.
Finding #20: Denials Process – Both in the high-level data review of the 90 cases that had
some form of denials and referral to collections, as well as the in-depth reading of
20 case files by two Citygate team members, Citygate did not find a single
occurrence where we disagreed with how the case was handled and finally
resolved. Hard copy printouts from AMR supported all notes and decisions.
Finding #21: Insurance Payments – Almost no insurance carrier is paying the entire Monterey
County transport charge; they try to use the Medicare rate or another regional
“average” instead of accepting agency-by-agency rates.
Finding #22: Insurance Payor Requirements – The insurance carriers are very particular
about medical necessity and signatures and will use almost any reason to deny or
write down a bill. Citygate observed where AMR tried multiple times to get the
carrier to understand the medical issues and approve the claim. AMR does
advocate for the patient, as they know insurance is their best chance for payment.
6.3

CALPERS CARRIER ISSUES (ANTHEM BLUE CROSS)

Over the past year, several complaints were received by County staff from patients, Fire Chiefs
and County employee representatives that AMR ambulance bills were not being paid by Anthem
Blue Cross at anything close to the County’s rate schedule. The perception was that AMR was
either making a mistake, or it should have been in the Anthem Blue Cross Preferred Provider
network with a PPO agreement, thus, somehow increasing the reimbursement amount. County
employees especially were frustrated as they have health insurance via the State Retirement
system, CalPERS, and did not understand the low payment rates when the CalPERS plan offered
high ambulance coverage.
Just prior to Citygate being engaged for this study, County EMS and AMR staff spent
considerable time and effort in getting to the real issues. Citygate was given a briefing by County
EMS staff, discussed the issue with AMR and also received for review correspondence to/from
Anthem Blue Cross and CalPERS.
The real issue for the low Anthem Blue Cross ambulance payments was twofold. First, Anthem
Blue Cross used their database for “customary and reasonable” pricing to only approve a
“regional” allowance. Once the County involved CalPERS, they told Anthem Blue Cross to not
use the regional allowance, but that their policy for subscribers in Monterey County was for
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fuller coverage. After this direction, Anthem Blue Cross adjusted the low-paid claims, increasing
reimbursement and updated their system to follow CalPERS rules.
Second, upon investigation, Anthem Blue Cross investigated and found that their third-party
database for customary and reasonable ambulance fee amounts, from a company called FAIR
Health, was programmed wrong for Monterey County with an unusually low recommended level
of reimbursement for emergency transport in relation to other similar areas of the State.
Anthem Blue Cross has asked FAIR Health to challenge and update their data, but in the
meantime, Anthem Blue Cross changed their ambulance coverage policy for Monterey County
for “out-of-network” emergency transport services to be no lower than the average FAIR Health
rates for California. This change resulted in more than doubling the reimbursement rates by
Anthem Blue Cross in Monterey County. Anthem Blue Cross also re-adjusted their prior
payments back to January 28, 2013.
Based on this issue, a CalPERS Health Anthem Blue Cross member will be reimbursed at the
CalPERS plan rates. Other Anthem Blue Cross subscribers will be covered by the now higher
Anthem Blue Cross amount.
As for AMR not being in Anthem Blue Cross’ PPO network, AMR is not required by the County
or other agencies to do so. It is a business choice and a national decision for the two companies,
Anthem Blue Cross and AMR. If AMR chooses to do so, it would lower its reimbursements and
also limit its ability to bill the patient for non-covered fees. With insurance companies trying to
lower ambulance payments to the federal low levels, AMR needs to collect revenue where it can
and as such, chooses not to enter into very many PPO agreements in the United States. If AMR
were to enter into more PPO agreements, lowering its collections, the lost revenue would have to
be recovered even more severely from private payers or the taxpayer. At the end of the day, the
ambulance system has to stay solvent and the most humane way is to spread costs across as
many payors as possible.
Finding #23: Anthem Blue Cross Denials in Monterey – The insurance carriers, CalPERS
and Anthem Blue Cross were responsible for the problematic low payment cases
for their subscribers that were brought forth to County officials by city and district
officials in Monterey County. These providers have now corrected the payment
rates. When they processed these billings, AMR followed correct policy, with the
final decision being the responsibility of the insurance company.
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DRAFT REPORT
SECTION 7—BILLING CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1

OVERALL BILLING ISSUES CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Citygate’s review results in showing how complicated ambulance fee insurance billing has
become in America. AMR has had to develop, operate, and maintain a very complicated,
expensive, and best-practices-based system to handle the volume and complexity of the billings.
The CalPERS, Anthem Blue Cross coverage issue clearly demonstrates that insurance companies
use regionally averaged data, along with trying to only pay the Medicare allowed rates, to
artificially lower ambulance payments below true cost. When these data systems are flawed, it
can take time and considerable County-level resources to fix the problem and no individual
patient would be able to do so.
Citygate did not find serious flaws in the overall AMR billing process. The Monterey County
billing complaint rate is very low and the majority of complaints can be easily resolved. The bill
amounts that end up going to collection are reasonable given the circumstances for each bill. To
AMR’s credit, they do try to communicate options to customers and try for the best possible
resolution.
However, not all complaints come to the attention of County staff, nor is there a prescribed way
for serious complaints like the Anthem Blue Cross issue to be handled by County and AMR
staff. County of Monterey Ordinance Section 15.40.030 (last updated in 2009) requires billing
complaints come to the County EMS Agency, who shall notify the Ambulance contractor. The
County AMR Executive is open to being involved, but the current County EMS website does not
provide a clear path to speak with the County about billing policy issues that AMR cant’ resolve.
The County Health Department is currently re-doing its entire web site and when released later
this year, the EMS pages will feature information about ambulance billing, how to contact AMR
and how to contact County staff about program policy issues.
When serious billing issues occur, there has been less than adequate clarity or brevity in
resolving them, resulting in negative perception by the public and the Fire Chiefs Association
towards AMR’s billing practices. Improved communication/problem solving methods should be
employed to correct misconceptions.
Given these overall observations and the findings in this report, Citygate offers the following
recommendations:
Recommendation #4:

Conduct an information outreach program about ambulance billing to
government stakeholders and the general population on the various
aspects of ambulance billing. This can be done via direct mailings and
the AMR and County websites. This information can include:
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Recommendation #5:

Recommendation #6:



Insurance payments may not cover the full cost of an
ambulance bill.



Medicare and Medi-Cal reimbursement is only a fraction of
the cost of an ambulance transport; depending on coverage, a
remaining balance converts to a “private pay” bill that is the
patient’s responsibility.



Medicare and Medi-Cal require “medical necessity” for
payment of ambulance transportation. If this is not proven,
ambulance bills will be denied and turn into “private pay”
status.



Information on accessing AMR and County EMS for billing
questions or concerns.



The County’s Fee Forgiveness Program.



AMR individual payment plan options.

Improve communications and understanding between the County,
AMR, and the fire services when billing issues surface. Efforts should
include:


Immediate and direct calls from a local government agency to
County EMS Management when a billing problem is apparent
and has not been handled by AMR in a reasonable timeframe.



Annual audits of 25 percent of all complaints and denied bills
in the County.

Provide an annual report (prepared by AMR) to the Emergency
Medical Care Committee (EMCC), Board of Supervisors, City
Managers, and Fire Chiefs Associations to include, at a minimum:


Overall annual billings statistics as to payor type and
collection rate.



Fee Forgiveness Program with usage breakdown.



Complaint and resolutions log summary.



Changes in insurance carrier practices affecting future
collections.
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APPENDIX A

LETTER FROM MONTEREY COUNTY FIRE
CHIEFS ASSOCIATION TO MONTEREY
COUNTY REGARDING EMS CONTRACT
CONCERN

APPENDIX B

LETTER FROM MONTEREY COUNTY FIRE
CHIEFS ASSOCIATION TO CITYGATE
ASSOCIATES REGARDING EMS SYSTEM
QUESTIONS

Monterey County Fire Chiefs Association

June 5, 2013
Mr. Stewart Gary
Fire Practice Principal
Citygate Associates, LLC
2250 East Bidwell Street, Suite 100
Folsom. CA 95630
Dear Mr. Gary:

On behalf of the Monterey County Fire Chiefs Association (MCFCA), we are providing
you with this document answering your additional questions based on our concern lefter
to the Board of Supervisors of Monterey County relative to our EMS System. Following
the format in your letter to our organization, your questions have been italicized and our
responses are non-italicized for ease of reference. Our responses are as follows:
Goal - define in explicit language what can/should be changed in the existing contract
to improve patient care - system pefiormance. Where possib/e, cite the contract section
to be amended and propose language. For items that are administrative, relationship,
process, or coordination issues rather than contract modifications, p/ease /rsf as such.
Topics for Consideration:
1. Decision and Communication Processes:

. Can the current commiftee structure be improved to use "joint decision process" tools?
Yes. The MCFCA recommends a stakeholder based group consisting of the following to
enhance the decision making and governance of the Monterey County EMS System:

One Hospital Representative
County EMS Director or designee
One City Law Chief Representative
One City Fire Chief Representative
One District Fire Chief Representative

One
One
One
One
One

Sheriff Representative
Special District Representative
City Mayor Representative
City Manager Representative
Citizen Representative

The Group meets to eslablish direction, policy and administration of the County EMS
System. This group could be known as the EMS Governance Committee. All matters
specific to the Health and Safety Code shall be under the authority of the EMS Director.
Majority decision to institute changes, system design alterations or policy. Any matters
which cannot be reached through consensus by this body will be remanded to the
Board of Supervisors (BOS). BOS decision shall be final on any matters brought before
them.

Example: In the past, decisions have been made without input of those tasked with the
implementation or fiscal impact of proposed changes and this group would ensure all
affected members understand the need and can properly implement system changes to
enhance our EMS delivery.
A. How to improve Contract Compliance Wo* Group (CCWG)?
The MCFCA recommends an independent third party to review all response time data,
provider analysis and patient care concerns from the provider and County EMS and
prepare reports for the EMS Governance Committee to determine if compliance with all
contractual elements are being met by the Provider. This third party entity should not be
associated with either the County or Provider to ensure complete and thorough data
analysis is performed and all contractual requirements are being met.

Example: In the past, response time changes and compliance parameters were not
resolved at meetings and the Group felt dominated by the EMS Agency. In addition,
problems were not resolved but were "continued to be looked into: by the EMS Agency
causing strife and discontent among CCWG members.

B. Would a "Citizen's Advocacy Group" or other pathways to resolve billing problems be
helpful, and if so how should/could this be structured?

The MCFCA recommends this would be helpful however the current County Ordinance
requires the EMS Agency to provide oversight and management of billing concerns of
the cunent Provider. Additional public notification on billing questions or disputes should
be provided by the Provider at the time of billing and incorporate dispute resolution
options available. Adding this documentation to current Provider bills will ensure the
public is made aware of their ability to queslion billings, address concerns, and develop
alternative payment plans based on their ability to pay. We would also recommend such
information be printed in both English and Spanish.
Example: lt is difficult to develop a core group of Civilians to understand the complex
nature of health care billing. An additional recommendation would be to have a "citizen

Oversight Committee" designed to ensure the Provider and County meet the needs of
the public on billing related issues to ensure a fair and informative process is being met.
2. North County and Other Response Zone Ghange(s).

C. What is broken by the zone response time change in North County? What does
cunent data show? (Has there been a negative effect in response time or in patient care
by increasing this to a 16-minute zone?) Should something more or different be done?
Did the additional ambulance in Castroville affect the system in a positive way?
Would it hutt the system to revert back to not having this ambulance in Castroville?
The MCFCA recommends the following concepts to answer these questions and the
broader system status concerns of our EMS System Status Plan (SSP):

Adopt a full scale Emergency Medical Priority Dispatch (EMD) model including fire and
ambulance with complete transparency which meets MCFCA approval. The following
parameters to be included as part of the proposed system changes:

a.
b.

c.
d.
e.

The closest fire based ALS resource always responds, where applicable
AVL for ambulance and fire units - BLS and ALS
Built in move up with all County transport capable providers
S.T.A.R. Cars though out the county for surge protection(s)
Non-Emergency 911
Medical/interfacility transfers must be managed more efficiently
consider BLS units
ii. CCT contract modifications. These units should not to be counted
as part of the available g-'l -1 resources on a daily basis

i.

-

f. Stop stacking the highest volume areas to improve response time numbers
countywide. Response times should have compliance for each individual
area, not collectively or countywide.

g. County to contract with ALS first responders to place ALS ambulances
closer to rural BLS areas to enhance patient care in areas not served bv first
response ALS.

h. Consider an alternative ten (10) minute response times to jurisdictions
covered with ALS first responders to reduce ambulance costs. lmplement
ALS fire first responder fees to agencies which can offer an extension of
current response times to offset Provider SSP costs and reduce current
ambulance transport rates.

i. Re-develop response time compliance zones countywide to provide realistic
and cost effective coverage's for all County residents.

Example: Past response time concerns include the immediate change in North County
trom 12 to 16 minute responses. Additionally, when another area of the County was
requested to look at reducing response time changes (Monterey Regional), to date; this
change has not been resolved. The MCFCA recommends a fair process for reviewing
proposed changes and to determine these based on patient care, efficiency and safety
to the public. An effective EMS Governance Committee, from all affected stakeholders,
seems the logical entity to develop response time changes to the overall EMS System.
D. What other explicit deployment changes do the Fire Chiefs want from the current
contract?

The MCFCA recommends a wholesale re-work of the current SSP and ambulance
deployment model to incorporate public safety resources and ALS first response
contracting to enhance the delivery of ALS to our communities and to ensure cost
reductions can be made to the current ambulance rate structure for Monterey County as
a whole. Additionally, the current policy for fire service BLS entities to upgrade to ALS is
cumbersome and outdated. The MCFCA proposes the following policy language to
ensure EMS ALS upgrades are beneficial to our system and that value is awarded to
those agencies which continue to contribute and participate in the Monterey County
EMS System.

Proposed ALS Upgrade Language'.
First responder paramedics consistently have shorter response secondary to existing
resources of stations, personnel, and overhead staffing that will affect a significant
decrease in patient mortality and morbidity with a properly operated ALS program in
cooperation with the entire EMS Delivery System. Exclusive Operating Area (EOA)
rights of the contracted ambulance transport provider or existing fire-based 201 entities
shall not be compromised.

A county, city, district, or jurisdiction that provides First Responder Basic Life Support
(BLS) on a continuous/uninterrupted basis to the citizens of Monterey County and is
recognized by the Local Emergency Medical Services Agency (LEMSA) as a provider,
may request to enhance the BLS service level they provide to an Advanced Life Support
(ALS) level consistent with all established EMSA policies. The LEMSA shall assist the
requesting agency with the process and facilitate implementation, required inspections
and collaborative start date for the BLS to ALS conversion.

Example: Other similar EMS Systems in California, which incorporate public resources
and fire based ALS, have lower patient billing costs then Monterey County.

E. Do the agencies want to re-draft the entire zone and response time plan within this
contract?

The MCFCA recommends a thorough and collaborative re-construction of the response
zones and response times with approval for any proposed changes brought before the
proposed EMS Governance Committee prior to implementation. lf this change were to
occur, ALS coverage can be deployed to areas which lack it currently, ambulances can
be committed to more rural and BLS areas of the County and the incorporation of the
fire service contributions to our EMS System can be realized.
Example: Other similar EMS Systems in California, which incorporate public resources
such as fire based ALS, have lower patient billing costs then Monterey County.
F. Different Big Sur ambulance model? lf so, what would it look like and who
would pay for any changes that include a public entityz

The MCFCA recommends looking into alternative delivery models for the Big Sur area
consistent with input from the Fire Chief directly affected by any system changes. Below
are some examples worthy of exploration and possible consideration:

.
.
o
.

Formation of a separate fire district to include first response ALS capabilities
Contract with Cal-Fire to include first response ALS capabilities
lmplement a Quick Response Vehicle (QRV) staffed with one (1) paramedic;
ambulance coverage provided from either San Luis Obispo County or Carmel
Valley areas
Increase response times due to low call volume

G. How to use AVL and closest unit response cross,ng 201 rights boundaries in both
directions? Primary, move and cover responses? Drawdown notifications?

The MCFCA recommends placing AVL in all ALS ambulance resources within the
County, to include 201 agencies. To ensure coverage and patient care, the MCFCA
offer the following language when dispatching ALS ambulance resources:

Proposed ALS Ambulance Dispatch Language'.
"Definition of "closest and/or most appropriate unit" is any code 3 capable Paramedic
ambulance that is authorized to provide patient transport within Monterey County
regardless if it's in the Contractors a(ea ot a 201 jurisdiction shall be dispatched by
AVL as the closest unit during a Delta or Echo emergency."
3. Supply Restocking

H. What does a consistent counfuide system look like and what, if any, does a revised
contract clause would look like?

The MCFCA recommends utilizing the capabilities of the EMS Operations Committee to
develop and implement an ALS Supply Program with the Provider for BLS and ALS
agencies on the same response. We would task this Group to design the Program and
initiate it by November 1,2013. Corresponding language within the Provider Agreement
should be changed to reflect the adopted system and consequences when these tasks
are not being met.

l. What specific r.ssues with regards to supplies?
Reports indicate the Provider ambulances do not carry sufficient supplies to run multiple
ALS incidents continually; they lack capacity to re-supply ALS first responders in a
timely manner and do not have a system in place for back-ordering or later delivery to
the Agency needing the re-supply. The current Provider language does not spell out a
specific Program nor identify consequences for not having a system in place.
4. Dispatch and System Depletion
J. Align radio call srgns? /f so, what specific requests? Should and how can County fire
and AMR dispatch be befter coordinated?

The MCFCA recommends common communications with the Provider and first
responder agencies. Nomenclature, radio verbiage and call signs should be predetermined and known to all entities prior to their implementation. Additional caller
information is not routinely broadcasted to first responder agencies as updates on
patient status, location etc., are known to Dispatch. Critical information should be
communicated to all oersonnel. ln order to lower current Providers costs. we offer the
following consolidations:

o
.
.
o
.

Consolidation of AMR's SSP and EMD personnel into Fire Comm. Cross train
Fire Comm. personnel to handle the duties simultaneously to reduce costs.
Reduce the AMR Dispatch Supervisor and have all supervision provide my
County Comm. Staff
Explore common frequencies for dispatch.
Ensure all ambulance personnel adhere to and are trained in the ICS on
emergency incidents.
Notifications to the Area Fire Coordinator(s) when emergency ambulance
resources fall below Status 3, mutual aid ambulances are being requested, or an
MCI has been declared within the Countv.

K. Bring AVL onJine for local govemment ambulances?

The MCFCA recommends this occur as soon as practicable.

5. Gontract Compliance

M. What specific items do the chiefs feel are not being enforced?

The MCFCA recommends a study session with County EMS personnel to address
specific contractual compliance in all focus areas and to develop an outside third party
entity to be chosen to provide reporting to the proposed EMS Governance Commiftee.
This system of balance will ensure proper contract compliance in the future.

Lastly, you requested to have the MCFCA research a legal opinion as to whether
contract extensions for the current Provider, under the provisions of the current contract,
were automatic and on-going in nature as we opined differently to the extent that
contract extensions are identified with a clause, have specific conditions to be met and
are always at the purview of the BOS. Please see the below response from the Deputy
City Attorney for the City of Salinas and the contracted City Attorney for the City of
Monterey Mr. Chris Callahan.
Initial e-mail inquiry for Mr. Callahan:
Chris,

I am including some language in the current contract for ambulance services between
Monterey County and AMR relative to their granting of additional extensions of time to
the overall contract. The Consultant hired by the County believes that their extensions
are automatic if they meet the identified criteria and they apply for one. We opine
(MCFCA) that extensions are never automatic but a contract can have in place the
ability to earn additional contracted time. Based on this language, can you give me a
legal opinion on these 2 questions?

1. In the current AMR contract with Monterey County, are contract

2.
6.1.1

extensions

automatic?
lf they are, why is there a contract section outlining the steps to take and why
does it need Board of Supervisor approval if in fact it is automatic?

. To eam each extension, the CONTRACTOR must meet or exceed the minimum

requirements of the AGREEMENT absent any declaration of breach during the previous
term that is not cured as determined by the EMS Director. Exfensions must be applied
for and approved annually. The procedure for evaluation of renewal requests shall at a

minimum require that the CONTRACTOR has been, (a) in compliance with the
pefiormance requirements, (b) in compliance with financial requirements, (c) in
compliance with the clinical pefiormance requirements, and (d) able to limit response

time dispaity by region of the county of the AGREEMENT. Duing each year of the

contract, the CONTRACTOR may apply for a renewal by submifting a wriften request to

the County no later than the last day of October of the current AGREEMENT year. The
EMS Director shall determine if the request is fo be granted no later than the last day

of

November ofthe same year. (Amended 2012)
6.1

.2. lf CONTRACTOR fails to apply for, or is denied, a one-year ertension in any year

CONTRACTOR may be eligible for future contract exfensions as determined by the
EMS Director.

Response from Mr. Callahan:
Chief:

This seems clear to me: The contract extensions are not automatic ac@rding to the
terms of the agreement. The contract extensions must be "earned" by AMR and
historically have been approved by the Board of Supervisors. lf they are supposed to
be automatic, then there would not have been a need for the Board to take action to
approve the extensions.

The language of the agreement is clear:

1. Section 5.1 provides "The

CONTRACTOR may ea!!! up to five (5) contract
extensions of one (1) year each according to the terms of the renewal provisions
of this Agreement." (emphasis added) This section makes it clear that contract
extensions must be earned. lf they were intended to be automatic, then this
section should have said so and should not have made it expressly contingent
upon the contractor earning the extensions by meeting the criteria set out in the
renewal provisions (Section 6).

2.

Section 6.1.1 expressly states that "To earn each extension" the contractor "must
meet or exceed the minimum requirements of the Agreement." This makes it
clear that the extensions are contingent upon the contractor meeting
performance criteria set out in the agreement.
"Extensions must be applied for and approved annually." lf the contractor has to
apply for the extensions, they do not occur automatically and this provisions
makes it clear the requests are subject to approval. By definition that is not an
automatic extension, otherwise it would not require approval.

Requests for extension are evaluated for compliance with the performance
criteria set out in the agreement.
"During each year of the contract, the CONTRACTOR may apply for a renewal
by submitting a wriften request to the County...The EMS Director shall determine

if the request is to be granted." Clearly the EMS Director has discretion to not
grant the request upon an evaluation of the Contracto/s compliance with the
performance criteria. lf the renewal were automatic there would be no discretion
involved.

The language of the agreement seems clear enough: The agreement may be
extended upon request by the contractor. That request will be reviewed by the
County to determine whether the contractor has met the performance criteria
during the year preceding the request and if so, then the request is subject to
approval.
Let me know if you have any additional questions.
We thank you, the EMS Agency for Monterey County and the BOS for the ability to work
collaboratively to improve our EMS System for all constituents within our seryice areas.
Please do not hesitate to call upon us for additional information or clarifications.
Respectfully Submifted,

MCFCA

